“I’m constantly
inspired by our wide
range of students, their
willingness to take risks
and their sense that
anything is possible.”

“I DESIRED A
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
WHERE I COULD ASK
CRITICAL QUESTIONS.... HAVING
DISCOVERED THE CMS PIONEER
MA, THERE REALLY WAS NO
OTHER CHOICE.”
Tim

Dr Cathy Ross,
MA course leader

CMS PIONEER MISSION
LEADERSHIP TRAINING

The MA Programme in Mission, Theology and Ministry
Accredited by Durham University
To apply for the MA programme, download a
prospectus or find out about our next open day, visit
pioneer.cms-uk.org or email pioneer@cms-uk.org
Pioneer Mission Leadership Training
Church Mission Society, Watlington Road, Oxford, OX4 6BZ

pioneer.cms-uk.org

Join the conversation

Bring your questions, your stories, your experiences and be part of the buzz that’s created
when pioneers gather together to learn from each other and from mission practitioners.
COURSE DETAILS
The MA has been developed by pioneers for pioneers
and is designed to be flexible enough for students
to complete while still working in their contexts –
minimising the gap between learning and practice.
A three-year programme: There are six modules
to complete within the first two years, followed by a
dissertation of 12,000-15,000 words in the third year.
The six modules currently include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission and Evangelism
Missional Ecclesiology
Leadership and Collaboration
Anthropology and Mission
Theologies in Global Perspective
Research Methods

MA candidates can also attend any of the CMS Pioneer
Mission Leadership Training undergraduate modules at
no extra cost, such as Mission Spirituality, the Missional
Entrepreneurship Week and Bible in Context.
Most modules take place on Tuesdays at CMS in
Oxford and are taught over five days.
Students pursuing ordination will have additional
input through our partnership with Ripon College
Cuddesdon.

A MISSIONAL LENS
“I think our primary distinctive as a course is that we
view everything through a missional lens. CMS has
200+ years of cross-cultural mission experience,
which is invaluable as we think about pioneering
mission in all the cultures and contexts existing in
Britain today.”
Dr Cathy Ross, MA course leader
In addition to this specific mission focus, other
unique components of the CMS MA include:
• Accreditation by Durham University, one of the
top theological institutions in the UK
• Mentoring
• Weekends spent in pioneering mission
contexts
• Pioneer practitioners contribute to all modules
• A dynamic learning community
• Opportunities to publish through CMS
• Annual Conversations Day conference, with
leaders exploring subjects such as The Pioneer
Gift, Pioneering Spirituality and Missional
Entrepreneurship
• Access to the renowned mission library at the
Crowther Centre for Mission Education at CMS
in Oxford

A DYNAMIC LEARNING COMMUNITY
AND PRACTICAL OUTCOMES
“I began studying the MA with CMS to further develop
my ministry skills.... throughout the journey of the course,
my ministry practice within the local Bournemouth
community and nightclub scene has hugely benefited.
I really enjoy being able to apply and learn from theory
and theology in order to inform my mission praxis.” –
Rachel
“Students really enjoy being part of a learning
community and the connections that continue
beyond the course. Pioneering mission is
something that’s not always understood
within the wider church; the MA gives
pioneers a language they can use to
communicate their vision clearly as well as
practical resources to further develop their
calling.” – Dr Cathy Ross, MA course leader
“The CMS MA is an excellent platform for
students from around the world to explore
what effective mission in Britain [looks] like...
Students find the rich global awareness that
shapes our multi-perspective conversations
around mission in contemporary Britain
helpful....Our foreign students come out
feeling better equipped to engage in mission
in Britain.” – Harvey Kwiyani, MA faculty

“As a newly ordained pioneer minister, I was looking for the opportunity to learn more about God’s mission and rub shoulders with other pioneers.
CMS proved to be the perfect place for me as it combines vast mission experience and reflective culture with the desire to be relational.” – Levi

To apply for the MA programme, download a prospectus or find out about
our next open day, visit pioneer.cms-uk.org or email pioneer@cms-uk.org
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